Witness

Making it Personal
1.

What has shaped your understanding of witnessing more, having
to have the right answers, or having to have the right heart?

2. What do you believe God wants you to do this week concerning
your ability to witness to others? Begin by praying this week that
God will open your heart to sharing your faith with someone new.

Coming Next Week – Believe 101 – Part 8
Trouble
John 16:33; 2 Corinthians 4:17-18
Belief can sometimes be presented as something that will keep you
from ever experiencing suffering. When it’s presented in this way, it
greatly distorts the reality.
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1 Peter 3:13-17

Believe 101 – Part 7

SERMON NOTES for October 31, 2021

Style – “In a gentle…” Related to the idea of humility. Twice used
to describe Jesus. Thought: Never confuse answering with
arguing!

Life Group Study Notes
Series Summary – Believe 101 (10 Part Series)
What makes Christianity unique if anything? When we make the leap
of faith to become a Christian, what are we signing up for and what
are the key components of what we believe?

Attitude – “Respectful way” Greek word for respect here is the
word, “fear” but used in a positive sense, meaning “with
reverence and respect.” Thought: If we do not show respect, no
one will listen.
Credibility – “Keep your conscience clear” Devoid of regrets and
misrepresentation of the faith, helps to avoid hardening of the
heart. Thought: Words whisper, actions shout.

This Week’s Message – Witness
Belief is not meant to be lived out in secrecy or in silence. It is meant
to be a light that points to somewhere and to someone.

5. What were the 3 theological terms presented in the message and
discuss their relationship and importance

Study – Discovering What the Bible Says
1.

Was there one major takeaway from last week’s study on being
unique?

a.

b.
Read 1 Peter 3:13-17
2. Is there a hint in this passage as to the circumstances of the
audience that Peter is originally writing to? If so, what were the
clues in the passage?

3. What was the definition of witness given in the message? What
challenges does this definition create?
To be a witness is to

.

4. Verse 16 is critical in understanding the way, the means, and the
how of being an authentic witness for Christ. Due to their
importance, take time to discuss each (I have given some notes to
foster discussion:

c.

6. How does the passage in 1 Peter illustrate the three theological
terms presented in the message?

7. How does this passage challenge us in the way we present
ourselves as a church during difficult seasons, for instance, during
a pandemic?

8. What is threatened whenever we have a “failure of the heart?”

9. Are there any other comments or lessons from the message or
subject you would like to discuss?

